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ABSTRACT

We present the use of a set of airbridges to trim the frequency of microwave coplanar-waveguide (CPW) resonators post-fabrication. This
method is compatible with the fabrication steps of conventional CPW airbridges and crossovers and increases device yield by allowing com-
pensation of design and fabrication uncertainty with 100 MHz range and 10MHz resolution. We showcase two applications in circuit QED.
The first is the elimination of frequency collisions between resonators intended to readout different transmons by frequency-division multi-
plexing. The second is frequency matching of readout and Purcell-filter resonator pairs. Combining this matching with transmon frequency
trimming by laser annealing reliably achieves fast and high-fidelity readout across 17-transmon quantum processors.

VC 2023 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0148222

Accurate targeting of qubit and resonator frequencies is increas-
ingly important as quantum information processors scale. Deviations
from targeted resonance frequencies, arising from design limitations
and fabrication uncertainly, will, otherwise, bottleneck the yield of fully
operable devices.1 Poor targeting of qubit frequencies is a primary cause
of crosstalk induced by microwave-frequency drives2 and can limit gate
speed.3–5 It also increases residual ZZ coupling in processors with
always-on qubit–qubit coupling,2,6,7 making gate fidelity and leakage
dependent on the state of spectator qubits.8 For these reasons, qubit fre-
quency targeting has received particular focus in recent years, with laser
annealing of constituent Josephson junctions becoming the established
post-fabrication trimming method.1,9–11 Laser annealing allows selective
and controlled reduction of transmon qubit frequencies over a few hun-
dred MHz without intrinsic impact on coherence times.

Comparatively, post-fabrication trimming of resonators has
received less focus to date. Generally, CPW resonators for readout and
qubit–qubit coupling do not use Josephson junctions, and their fre-
quencies are mainly set by geometry.12,13 However, unaccounted

capacitive loadings and variations in CPW phase velocity �q can affect
the frequency separation of resonators meant to readout different
qubits by frequency-division multiplexing with a common feedline.14

They also prevent achieving the resonance of readout resonators with
their individual Purcell-filter resonators, used in a recent approach15

to break the traditional trade-off between readout speed and qubit
relaxation through the Purcell effect.16 One path to alleviate these
problems is making resonators flux tunable.17 However, it requires
extra on-chip elements such as Josephson-junction loops and dedi-
cated flux-control lines and can limit the dynamic range.

In this Letter, we introduce a simple airbridge-based method,
nicknamed shoelacing, enabling frequency trimming of microwave
CPW resonators after fabrication and initial characterization. In the
circuit QED context, we show that the 100MHz trimming range with
10MHz resolution allows correcting frequency mistargeting due to
chip design and fabrication uncertainty in 17-transmon quantum
information processors18 (named Surface-17). The origin of this uncer-
tainty in our devices is primarily the within-wafer and wafer-to-wafer
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variation of the thickness of the NbTiN base layer, which affects the
kinetic-inductance contribution to �q.

19 First, we fix frequency collisions
of the resonators used for dispersive readout of different transmons
using a common feedline. Next, we demonstrate the frequency match-
ing of dedicated readout and Purcell-filter resonator pairs. Used in com-
bination with transmon trimming by laser annealing, we achieve fast
(400 ns) and high-fidelity (98.6% average) readout on all transmons
that are not limited by known extraneous factors. A key advantage of
shoelacing is the simultaneous fabrication with conventional CPW air-
bridges and crossovers, avoiding extra device processing during
fabrication.

Individual qubit readout in Surface-17 is based on the quantum-
hardware architecture set forth by Heinsoo et al.,15 illustrated in
Fig. 1(a). A transmon (T), with qubit transition frequency fT, couples
with strength g to a dedicated k=4 readout resonator (R) with fre-
quency fR. In the dispersive regime, where DRT ¼ 2p� ðfR � fTÞ
� g, exciting T from its ground to first-excited state (j0i and j1i,
respectively) introduces a shift 2v in the frequency of R. R also couples
with strength J to a dedicated k=4 Purcell-filter resonator (P) at fP.
Finally, P couples with rate j to a 50X feedline whose output connects
to an amplification chain with a traveling-wave parametric amplifier
(TWPA)20 at its front end, which provides�20 dB gain in the readout
frequency band ð7–8GHzÞ. Target design values for the coupling rates
and DRT are summarized in Table I. Ideally, DPR=2p ¼ fP �fR ¼ 0, so
that R and P fully hybridize into two readout modes that frequency-
split by 2J, each with effective linewidth jeff ¼ j=2 and dispersive
shift 2veff ¼ v. High jeff is necessary for fast readout as it sets the
rate at which the readout mode builds/depletes internal photon pop-
ulation when the pulse is turned on/off. Independent readout of
multiple transmons using a common feedline is possible by
frequency-division multiplexing, provided that the hybridized
modes for different transmons do not overlap in frequency. For each
transmon, a readout pulse of duration sp is applied to the feedline
input, at a frequency f, where transmission is dependent on qubit
state.

The aforementioned description sets the stage for understanding
the complications arising when R and P resonators are not well tar-
geted due to chip design error and/or fabrication variability. The
example in the top panel of Fig. 1(b) shows two key problems. First,
there is a striking difference in the linewidths of the two modes for
each resonator pair, indicating that R and P are detuned. These line-
widths are given by,15

jeff ¼
1
2

j6Re
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�16J2 þ ðj� 2iDPRÞ2

q� �� �
; (1)

with negative sign for the mode that has a larger contribution
from R than P. Second, there is a frequency collision between
modes for two different transmons, as highlighted by the shaded red
region.

To solve these problems, we place 10 superconducting airbridges
(2lm width and 5 lm pitch), which ground the short-circuited end of
each R and P CPW resonator [Fig. 1(c)]. Each shoelace contacts the
CPW center conductor to the flanking ground planes on both sides,
shortening the resonator while preserving the symmetry of the
termination. The removal of the n shoelaces farthest away from
the short-circuit on the base layer increases the resonator length by
Dl ¼ n� 5lm and decreases its frequency by

Df � � 4f 20
�q

Dl; (2)

where f0 is the resonator frequency during characterization. The
geometry, number, and pitch of shoelaces are chosen to enable a
100 MHz trimming range with 10 MHz resolution, and low chance of
human error when plucking shoelaces using a fine needle under an
optical microscope. While removal allows only a monotonic decrease

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the architecture15 used to readout multiple transmons (T)
using frequency-division multiplexing on a common feedline. Each transmon has a
dedicated readout (R) and Purcell-filter (P) resonator (see the text for details). (b)
Top panel: Initial characterization of feedline transmission in the frequency range of
three readout-Purcell resonator pairs. The pairs are detuned, as evidenced by the
difference in linewidth of their hybridized modes. The red region shows the crowd-
ing of readout modes for different transmons. Bottom panel: Characterization of
feedline transmission after one trimming cycle. The matching of R and P resonators
is significantly improved, and the frequency collision resolved. (c) False-colored
scanning-electron micrograph of the shoelaces placed near the short-circuit end of
a k=4 CPW resonator. (d) Change in resonator frequency normalized to the change
in length as a function of the pre-trimming frequency. Data are shown for two trim-
ming cycles. The best fit of Eq. (2) to the data from the first-cycle gives
�q ¼ 1:076� 108 m=s. (e) Detuning DPR=2p between the R and P resonators for
all transmons in the Surface-17 processor, measured post-fabrication (blue) and
after each of the trimming cycles (orange and green). The dashed lines indicate the
average for each characterization. The naming of transmons follows the surface-
code convention detailed in Ref. 18.
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in resonator frequency, having shoelaces on both R and P resonators
allows bidirectional trimming of DPR.

To determine the required trimming Df for a resonator, an initial
characterization is conducted with all transmons biased at their sweet-
spot. Except for cases with evident frequency collisions, fR and fP can
be determined by fitting a feedline transmission (S21) measurement to
Ref. 15,

S21ðf Þ ¼ 1� 2ijDR

4J2 þ ð2iDP þ jÞ2iDR
; (3)

where DP;R=2p ¼ fP;R � f . Here, fR includes the Lamb shift induced
by transmon coupling.21 We remove the contribution from the Lamb
shift by numerically solving the Hamiltonian for a resonator coupled
to a transmon that is modeled as a Duffing oscillator, extracting the
bare resonator and transmon transition frequencies.22

One cycle of shoelace plucking solves both the frequency collision
and the large detuning of R and P resonators for each transmon, as
shown by the bottom panel of Fig. 1(b). An overshoot in Df is gener-
ally observed for this cycle [Fig. 1(e)]. This is most likely due to naively
approximating Eq. (2) as Df � aDl with a ¼ �2MHz=lm. To
correct this, we perform a second trimming cycle using Eq. (2) with
�q ¼ 1:076� 108 m=s extracted from best fits of this equation to first-
cycle data. Evidently, the second cycle bringsDPR even closer to target.

Matching R and P resonators for high jeff is one of two key
ingredients for fast and high-fidelity dispersive readout. The second is
satisfying j2veff j� jeff to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio at fixed
photon number in the readout mode.23,24 Transmon frequency trim-
ming by laser annealing can be relied on to achieve this condition
because fT affects 2v. In the example of Fig. 2(a), a low and positive
DRT caused by a mistargeted high fT makes j2vj too large. There is also
a strong R and P mismatch. In combination, these effects make
j2veff=jeff j � 20 for the lower-frequency mode and �0:01 for the
higher-frequency mode. To fix this, we make use of both shoelacing
and laser annealing in the same trimming cycle to decrease fP and fT,
respectively. The improved matching and decreased 2v give
j2veff=jeff j � 0:7 (0.4) for the lower (upper) hybridized mode. Using
the mode, the photon depletion time for a fixed readout pulse ampli-
tude decreases from >1ls before trimming to 280 ns after trimming,
as evaluated with an experiment based on Ref. 25 [Fig. 2(c)].
Optimizing the readout pulse amplitude, f and sp using the procedures
presented in the supplementary material reach readout fidelity
FRO ¼ 98:9% with a total readout time sRO ¼ 400 ns (including sp

and photon depletion time) and keeping the readout highly non-demoli-
tion.7 These results conclusively show the benefits of combining resonator
and transmon trimming to accelerate and improve qubit readout.

To demonstrate the reliability of combining these trimming
methodologies, we entrust them to optimize readout on the actual
Surface-17 that we use for QEC experiments. In total, we trimmed 16
of the 34 resonators (either R or P for each case) and 11 of the 17
transmons. Transmon trimming for optimized readout was suffi-
ciently mild to keep residual ZZ coupling low. Figure 3(b) displays the
readout assignment error eRO ¼ 1� FRO achieved for all transmons,
with common sRO ¼ 400 ns and individually optimized sp. The high
errors observed in transmons X2 and X4 are due to extraneous sources:
X2 is coupled to a two-level system at its sweetspot (the bias point),
and feedline transmission at the readout frequency of X4 shows a
strong anomalous ripple, attributed to the TWPA. Excluding these,
the average �RO is 1.45%.

In summary, we have introduced and realized shoelacing, a post-
fabrication trimming method for CPW resonators. The results show-
case the effectiveness of the method in a circuit QED context, solving
frequency collisions in readout feedlines and improving the frequency
matching of readout and Purcell-filter resonator pairs. Combining

TABLE I. Target values for the coupling rates in the qubit-resonator-Purcell system
and for the qubit-resonator frequency detuning.

Parameter Symbol Target value

Coupling strength between the Purcell
filter and feedline

j = 2p 20MHz

Coupling strength between the Purcell
filter and readout resonator

J = 2p 10 MHz

Coupling strength between the readout
resonator and qubit

g = 2p 200 MHz

Frequency detuning between the read-
out resonator and the qubit

DRT = 2p 1–2:3 GHz

FIG. 2. (a) Feedline transmission in the frequency range of the readout-Purcell res-
onators of transmon D4, when prepared in j0i (blue) and j1i (red). (b) Similar feed-
line transmission after resonator and qubit frequency trimming. (c) Experiment used
to determine the photon depletion time. A probe readout pulse with a fixed
duration and amplitude is followed by two back-to-back single-qubit gates
AB 2 fII; xy; yx; XIg and a calibrated readout pulse. (d) Deviation from ideal perfor-
mance of gates AB before trimming. The probe pulse frequency is set to 7:789 GHz
(7:762 GHz) for preparation in j0i (j1i). The light blue and red traces were acquired
without the probe pulse and are displayed for reference. (e)–(g) Raw measurement
outcomes for swait ¼ 0, 0.28, and 0:92ls for the dataset acquired before trimming.
(h) Deviation from ideal performance of gates AB, after trimming. The probe pulse
frequency is set to 7:760 GHz (7:753 GHz) for preparation in j0i (j1i). (i)–(k) Raw
measurement outcomes at the same swait settings as in panels (e)-(g).
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shoelacing with transmon frequency trimming by laser annealing reli-
ably achieves fast, high-fidelity readout in multi-transmon processors.
Due to the high yield of shoelace plucking, the time required to trim a
full device is roughly linear in the number of resonators within. In
future work, the process could be fully automated, for example, using
the same automatic probe station used for laser annealing. We believe
that the simplicity and reliability of shoelacing may find uses in
microwave-engineering applications beyond circuit QED, including
narrow-band matched filters, cameras based on kinetic-inductance
detector arrays, and parametric amplifiers, to name a few examples.

See the supplementary material for fabrication details, the deriva-
tion of Eq. (3), the impact of the shoelacing on the resonator intrinsic
quality factor, the laser annealing process used for transmon frequency
trimming, the readout optimization and characterization procedures,
and information on the devices used.
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FIG. 3. (a) Optical image of our Surface-17 processor used for the distance-3 sur-
face code.18 All transmons have dedicated readout and Purcell resonator pairs with
shoelaces enabling their frequency trimming. Inset: Close-up showing the short-
circuit ends of one pair. (b) Optimized readout assignment error eRO for each trans-
mon, with sRO ¼ 400 ns for all and sp is optimized for each. (c) Corresponding
cumulative distribution function. The mean is 1.92% when including all transmons
(dashed line), and 1.45% when excluding X2 and X4 (dotted line), whose readout is
affected by known extraneous factors (see main text).
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Trimming_Data at http://github.com/DiCarloLab-Delft/Post_Fabrica
tion_Trimming_Data, Ref. 26.
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